UK FRACKING TRAFFIC THREAT!!!
Fracking requires massive amounts of equipment, resources and waste to be moved through rural and urban areas by truck. In the U.S communities have been inundated with heavy traffic, resulting in a sharp spike in accidents and deaths on the roads. Drilling each well produces large quantities of solid waste. Each “frack” uses millions of gallons of water and large volumes of sand and chemicals. Up to 70% of fracking fluid injected flows back, with radioactive elements and heavy metals leached out of the shale. Just two sites planned in Lancashire will create 40,000 vehicle movements and fracking traffic across the UK.

WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT?
If fracking is allowed to get started in the UK, fracking traffic will spread across the country, clogging roads with dangerous cargoes and increasing the threat of accidents and spills far beyond the 10 million acres licensed for drilling. The map below shows the transport routes for just two sites planned in Lancashire. Go to frack-off.org to find out more about fracking. Find out how community groups across the UK are stopping the fracking industry. Start a group in your area today!!!

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR SUPPORT FIGHTING FRACKING TRAFFIC ACROSS THE UK: outreach@frack-off.org

Lancashire Support Sites
- Equipment
  Chesterfield, Aberdeen, Great Yarmouth
- Frac Sand
  Cheshire, East Anglia, Scotland
- Chemicals
  Cleveland, Bradford
- Liquid Radioactive Waste
  Leeds, Middlesborough, Stoke on Trent
- Solid Radioactive Waste
  Northamptonshire

WARNING
- FRACKING - COMING TO A ROAD NEAR YOU???
- TRAFFIC -